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Abstract 
Wada, K. and K. Kawaguchi, Efficient fault-tolerant fixed routings on (k+ 1)connected 
digraphs, Discrete Applied Mathematics 37/38 (1992) 539-552. 
Consider a directed communication etwork G in which a limited number of directed link and/or 
node faults F might occur. A routing Q for the network (a fixed path for each ordered pair of 
nodes) must be chosen without knowing which components might become faulty. The diameter 
of the surviving route graph R(G,&/F (denoted by D(R(G,g)/F)), where two nonfaulty nodes 
x and y are connected by a directed edge if there are no faults on the route from x to y, could 
be one of the fault-tolerant measures for the routing e. 
In this paper, we show sufficient conditions for classes of (k+ 1)-connected directed graphs to 
have routings ~3 and ~2 on G such that D(R(G,e3)/F)13 and D(f?(G,&/F)12 for any set of 
faults F (lb, 5 k). Since the diameter of the surviving route graph is more than 1 provided that 
faults are asstunled to occur in the network, we insist that the routing e2 is optimal. We also show 
that constant diameter outings (with the diameters of the surviving route graph being 5 and 7) 
can be constructed cj~. any (k+ 1)-connected digraph satisfying only a certain size condition. 
1. Introduction 
We consider the problem of constructing efficient and fault-tolerant routings in 
a unidirectional communication network. A unidirectional network is usually 
modeled as a directed graph (called digraph), where nodes correspond to processors 
or switching elements and directed edges correspond to one-way communication 
links. A routing assigns to any ordered pair (XJ) of distinct nodes in the digraph 
a fixed path from x to y. This specified path is called a route. The network com- 
munication protocol is assumed to have no knowledge about the topology of the 
network. Therefore, all communication have to be done by routes in a fixed routing, 
which is computed only once for the given network. 
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When nodes and/or links fail, a route containing failed elements cannot be used 
for the communication between the endpoints of the route. However, if the network 
is connected, the communication can still be possible by using a sequence of routes 
not containing failed elements. Under the assumption of the fixed routing, the 
diameter of the surviving route graph is proposed as a possible measure of network 
reliability [ 1,2]. 
Given a &graph G, a routing Q and a set F of faults, the surviving route 
graph R(G,&/Fis a digraph consisting of all nonfaulty nodes in G, with a directed 
edge from x to y iff the route from x to y is surviving. In a network with a fixed 
routing, the time required to send a message along a route is often dominated by 
the message processing time at the endpoints of the route [2]. Under this assump- 
tion, the total message transmission time is proportional to the diameter of the 
surviving route graph. In some distributed environment, the diameter of the sur- 
viving route graph can be also used to determine the number of phases required for 
each round of certain distributed protocols such as the Byzantine agreement proto- 
col [3]. 
Unless otherwise stated, throughout he paper the number of faults IFI is assumed 
to be less than k + 1 so that F does not disconnect (k + I)-connected undirected 
graphs or digraphs. A lot of results have been obtained on the diameter of the sur- 
viving route graph (denoted by D(R(G,&/F)) for undirected graphs, which corres- 
pond to bidirectional communication networks. Dolev, Halpern, Simons and 
Strong have shown in [2] that for every (k + I)-connected undirected graph G there 
is a routing Q such that D(R(G, &IF) zs max(2k, 4) for any F (1 FI I k). This bound 
can be improved to max(2k - 1,4) [9]. Several authors have shown sufficient condi- 
tions for (k + I)-connected undirected graphs such that the diameter of the surviving 
route graph is a constant irrespective of the graph connectivity k + 1 [5,6,8]. On the 
other hand, few results have been obtained for the directed case. Manabe, Imase 
and Soneoka have shown some sufficient condition for (k + I)-connected digraphs 
such that the diameter of the surviving route graph is bounded by 6 if the number 
of faults is less than k+ 1 [7]. They raised in [7] the open question of whether it is 
possible to define the routing such that the diameter of the surviving route graph 
is 2 for some class of (k+ I)-connected igraphs. As long as faults are assumed to 
occur in a network, the diameter of the surviving route graph is more than one. 
Thus, such routing as stated is said to be optimal. 
ln this paper, we improve the result obtained in [7] and also show a sufficient con- 
dition for (k+ 1)-connected igraphs to have an optimal routing. That is, we can 
construct a routing ~3 on G such that D(R(G, ,Q~)/F) 5 3 if the number of faults F 
is less than k + 1 for the class of (k + I)-connected digraphs satisfying almost the 
same condition as in [7], and for the class of (k + I)-connected digraphs satisfying 
a little bit more restricted condition than that in [7] we can also construct a routing 
Q, on G such that D(R(G,g,)/F) ~2 if the number of faults F is less than k+ 1. 
The basic constructions and property of the routings obtained here are some 
modifications of those for the undirected case [6,8]. 
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c 
R (C, P> /F 
F = :1, (0, 3)) 
I 
(u, v) if (21, v) E E, 
(0,3,2) if a = 0 and v = 2 
(1,4,3) ifu= 1 and v=3 
(2,4,1) if u = 2 and v = 1 
p(u,zv) = ’ 
(2,4,3) ifu=2and v=3 
(3,0,1) ifu=3andv=l 
(3,0,4) ifu=3andv=4 
(4.3.0) ifu= 4 a_nd Et zz 0 
I 
(4,1,2) if u = 4 and v = 2 
undefined if u = 2 and v = 0 
Fig. 1. An example of a surviving route graph. 
Routing e3 :
e3 WY Y) = 
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‘cx,Y), if (x,_Y)EE, XEP~ and y=ci (Orilk), 
cy(x9 .I’; C*), if XE(UUC) and YEPi (O&Sk), 
w(x9 Y; 0, if XE(UU UOsi<k -Pi) and YEC, 
(X,Ci)’ v(ci;C,_Y), if xEPi (Osilk) and YE UU Uosi<k pi 
and x#y. c 
It can be easily verified that the routing e3 is well defined by Proposition 2.1. 
In order to derive the diameter of surviving route graphs, the following properties 
are used. The properties are stated in a more general form. 
Lemma 3.1, Let G = ( V, E) be a (k + I)-connected igraph, and let x and y be 
distinct nodes in G such that x$ Pk + 1(y). 
(1) For x and y, define a set of k + I walks from x to y, W, = (ry(x, v; Pk+ I( y)) . 
(v, y) 1 v E P,+, (y)). Then,, any distinct two walks in Wl do not have any common 
node except x and y. 

Fuuit-rolerunt fixed t-outings 
Let P[i, 41 = ~#9, Ui, 41 = C&9, WI = lJosqsl; kf}, 
and U= V- UOci__b V[i]. 
WI = U,,,,, Ui, 41 
Routing e2: For each i (Ork6) and q (Osqlk), if (XE V) or (xc V[i] and 
(i,j)EE,) and yEr[j,q], then 
0 e2(x, Y) = w(x, y; r]j, 411, 
0 Qz(YJ) = I- (YJ~)* W$C[j],x), if yEP[j,q], 
L_ MY: WI, x), if y=c$ 
The routing ,02 is shown to be well defined because of Lemma 3.3(2). Figure 3 
shows the routes of ~2. 
Theorem 3.4. P;br any (k + I)-connected digraph G with the condition 
W DC,(l(k+ H i), ihe routing ,02 on G is (2, k)-tolerant. 
Proof. Let F be any set of faults with IFI I k, and H= R(G,e2)/F. Let x and y be 
arbitrary distinct nonfaulty nodes in G. If XE V[i], then let S,- = (f 1 (i, f) E E,), 
else let SX= (9 I, . . . . 6); and let S,, be defined similarly. By Lemma 3.3(l), the in- 
tersection of Sx and S,, is not empty. Let f be a node of the intersection. By the 
choice off, the paths in the (C[f], y)-fan belong to the routing, and at least one 
of them, say t,@; C[f], y) is fault-free. 
Now the k paths ~(x, U; r[f, q]) l (0, ~7) (v E P[f, qj) and the path t,u(x, CT; f [f, q]) 
are all disjoint except for the endpoints, therefore one of them is fault-free. 
If ry(x, cT;T[f, q]) is fault-free, then disH(x,y)s2, otherwise there exists v in 
P[f,q] such that ~(x, v;r[f,q]) - (v,c-) is fault-free. As 
and (0, ~7) l w@; WI, Y) = ~204 Y), dMx, y) 5 2. 17 
Fig.2. T,. 
u/(x, 0; w 41) = @2(X, v) 
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Fig. 3. Routing ~2. 
By a similar discussion to that in [8], we can derive some sufficient condition for 
a class of digraphs satisfying W DC,(mj. 
Corollary 3.5. (1) For every 1 > e > 0 there exists an no> 0 such that for espy 
(k + Q-connected igraph G of size n I no and maximum degree A(G) 5 &I3 there 
is a (3, k)-?oleran: routing. ’
(2) For every (7) -w3 > r: > 0 there exists an no > 0 such that for every (k + l)- 
connected igraph G of size n 1 no and maximum degree A s &I3 there is a (2, k)- 
tolerant routing. 
’ In [7], the sufficient condition for DC&k+ 1) is stated as follows: For every 4-“3 >e>O there exists 
an no > 0 such that for every (k + I)-connoted digraph G of size n 1 no and maximum degree d(G) 5 
mz1’3. The reason tLat the coefficients are different between W DC&+ t(k+ 1) and DC&+ 1) is as 
follows: In the case of W DCk+ t(k+ l), if each time one chooses a new node as one of the ci, one 
discards ah its successors, predecessors and successors of the predecessors. On the other hand, in the case 
of DC&+ l), one must discard all its successors, predecessors and successors and predecessors of
them. 
Fault-tolerant fixed routirzgs 
PII 1 
(W 
Fig. 3. Routing ~2 (continued). 
4. Routings for general (k + l)-connected igraphs 
ck 
For any (k + I)-connected undirected graph, a (max(2k - 1,4), k)-tolerant routing 
can be constructed [9], and for any (k + 1)-connected undirected graph G = ( V, E) of 
size 1 VI ?2(k+ 1)2 and 1 VI 1 (k + 1)2, a (3, @-tolerant routing and a (5, @-tolerant 
one can be constructed, respectively [S]. Unlike undirected graphs, any efficient 
routing has not been known for general (k + 1)connected igraphs. Although we do 
not still know how to construct an efficient routing for any (k + 1)-connected 
digraph, we show that constant routings ((c, k)-tolerant routings where c is a con- 
stant) can be constructed for any (k + 1)-connected igraph satisfying only a certain 
size condition. That is, we show that a (5, Q-tolerant routing and a (7, @-tolerant 
one can be constructed for any (k+ 1)-connected igraph G = (V, E) of size 
I VI 12(k+ 1)2 and I I// 2(k+ 1)2+ 1, respectively. 
4. I. (5, k)-tolerant routing 
Let G = (1’; E) be a (k + 1)-connected igraph of size I c/I I 2(k + l)*. 
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Let co be any node in G. Let cl, ~2, . . . , ck be arbitrary k predecessors of co and 
c= (c(),c*, l **,ck). 
Assuming the size condition of G, nodes of G are partitioned as follows. 
Let eTc= 
. 
Pk(Ci)-_C (I IlSk). 
Let PixQ = PC - U>L\ PfQ (1 Sisk) and ni=lPixQl (Milk). 
Let Bo,B1,..., Bt( be k+ 1 subsets of V-(CU U:=l PI) such that IBil= k+ 1 and 
B,fWj=O (Osi<jsk). 
Let R&, . . . . Rk be k subsets of V-(CU U&I BfU U;=! Pf) such that 
IRil =(k+ l)- --, and Rifl Rj=0 (1 ri<jsk). 
For each i (1 s is k), we specify one node in Ri as a special node and denote it as ri. 
Let Qi=~XQURi(lSiSk), e=Pk(Ci)U(ci) and U= v-(CUU~=~ B+UU;=, Qf). 
Figure 4 shows the partition of G. 
Routing A5: &(x, y) = 
(1) w(x;C,y) if XEC and YEB” (OSjSk). 
(2) w(X,y;Qj-(rj) v (Cj}) if X=Ci and YEGj-{rj} U {Ci} (O&Sk, lsjsk, 
i#j). 
(3) w(x,Y;U;=, (~J>U(CO)) if x=ci and yE& {rf)U{~,) (llisk). 
0 
Fig.4. Partition of G. 
Fault-tolerant fixed routings 
(4) ~(x, y; C) if XE & and y E C. 
(5) v(x,y;B’) if xEBi and JXB’ (Osi~k, Orjlk, i#j). 
(6) w(x;B,y) if xE& and yeQjU U (1 ljrk). 
(7) w(x,_Y;&) if xEBiU(Ri-{ri}) and YES (1 risk). 
(8) y(x,y;C) if X=ri and YEC (1 risk). 
(9) v(x,y;Bi) if XEQiU U and YEBj (1 risk, Osjsk). 
(109 ku9 if (&Y)EE. 
Lemma 4.1. The routing As is well defined. 
Proof. Let XP and YP be the domain of x and y defined in line (p) in the definition 
of j25. For example, XI = C and & = Bj (1 rj= k). For any pair ((p),(q)) 
(lrpcqr9), it holds that XPnXq=O or qn Yq=O. 
For the case of the pair ((p), (10)) (1 rpl9), the well-definedness of I5 directly 
follows Proposition 2.1. 0 
In the definition of i15, some routes are of the form ~(x, y;S) and some other 
routes are of the form ~(x; S, y). A fan which gives routes of the former form is 
called a forward fan, and a fan which gives routes of the latter form is called a 
backward fan. By using a forward fan, there is at least one fault-free route from 
x to some node in S if the number of faults is less than k + 1. Similar result holds 
for a backward fan. Backward fans ar: used in the definitions (1) and (6) in &, 
and forward fans are used in the other defiinitions except (l(i). 
The various sets defined in & are used in the foliowing: 
In order to reach from any node x to any node y, nodes in C are utilized as an 
intermediate node. 
(a) By using backward fans some node Cj E C is reachable to y via some node in BO. 
(b) By using forward fans and edge routes from P&) to Cj, x is reachable to 
any node Cj ( E C) via some nodes in Bj, Qi and/or P’(q) if x4 C. In the case that 
XE C, x is reachable to any node cj ( E C) via some nodes in Qj, U& I (of ) and/or 
pk(cj)- 
Combining the two results (a) and (b), we can show that A5 is (5, k)-tolerant. 
Let F be any set of faults in G such that IFI = k and let H5 = R(G, A#F’. In what 
follows, nodes appearing in the lemmas and the theorems are assumed to be nonfaulty. 
Lemma 4.2. For any node u E V and Cj E C, dis,(u, Cj) 5 3. 
Proof. We may consider the two cases 1: j#O and 2: j= 0. 
Case l(a): Suppose that u=c+C), i*j and j#O. By using Lemma 3.1, there 
is a node rJEQj-{rj} U {Cj} such that v(u,U;Qj-{rj) U(Cj>) (oERjU(ci)) or 
V(U, V; Q*- (rj} U {Cj}) l (v, Cj) (V E P,TQ) is fault-free. If v = Cj, then dis,(u, Cl) = 1. 
If v eqjQ (C pi), then dis,(u, cj) = 2. Otherwise (V E Rj), by using (7) of A5 and 
Lemma 3.1(2) it is shown that dis,(u, cj)s 3. 
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Case l(b): Suppose that u E V- C and j#O. From the partition of G, 
u E u&o B’U u;= 1 Qf U U. By using (5) or (9) of A5, there is a node b E Bi such 
that dis,(u, 6)s 1. It follows that dis,(u, c+ 3 from the definition (7) of A5 and 
Lemma 3.1. 
Case 2. The case that j= 0 can be proved similarly by using (3) and (8) for u = ci 
(i+O), (8) for u =ri, (9) and (4) for u E UJ”= 1 BfU (U;= 1 Qf- {rJ}) U U, and (4) for 
UEB*. 0 
Lemma 4.3. For an; node v E V, there is a node CiE C such that dis,(ci, u)s~. 
Proof. If u E C, then the lemma holds trivially. If u E Bi (Or is k), then there 
is a node CiE C such that dis,(ci, u) = 1 from (1) of &. Otherwise, use (6) 
of j15. q 
The next theorem follows directly from these two lemmas. 
Theorem 4.4. For any (k + 1)-digraph G = ( V, E) of size 1 V( ~2(k + 1)2, the routing 
A5 on G is (5,k)-tolerant. 
4.2. (7, k)-tolerant routing 
In the construction of &, we utilize Bi for each ci (15 is k). If we use only Bo 
and do not use other Bi’S, the size of G can be reduced to 2(k + 1j2 - k(k+ 1) = 
(k + 1)2 + (k + 1). We eliminate the definitions concerning Bi (1 I is k) from &. The 
modified routing is denoted by 1;. Then we can show that A; is (7, k)-tolerant. In 
this section, we show that the size can be reduced to (k + 1)2 + 1 by modifying A;. 
In order to do SO, we eliminate ri from each Qi (15 is k). 
Let G = (V, E) be a (k + 1)-connected igraph of size ] VI I (k + 1)” + I.. The parti- 
tion of G is the same as the case of A5 except that IQil = k (1 ri.<k) and Bi 
(l&lk) is not used. 
Routing A,: A,(x, y) = 
(1) w(x;C, y) if xEC and yEBO. 
(2) w(x,y;QiU {co}) if x=ci and yeQiU (~0) (1 silk). 
(3) ~(x, y;QiU {ci}) if x=ci and yeQiU (cj} (Ori&, 1 <jsk, i+j). 
(4) w(x,y;C) if xeBO and ~EC. 
(5) t,~(x;Bo,y) if xEBO and yEQjU U (lsjsk). 
(6) ~(x, y;c) if YE Rj and ye4 (1 risk). 
(7) w(x,y;BO) if xEQ$JCIand yEBo (&ilk). 
(8) (x, Y) if (x, Y) E E. 
Since each ri cannot bee used, the definitions (2) and (3) are modified. Similar to 
the case of As, we can verify that the routing A7 is well defined. 
Let HT = R(G, &)/E ‘We can show the following lemmas and the theorem. As 
the proofs can be done similarly, they are omittea here. 
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Lemma 45. For any node u E V, there is a node Ci E C such that dis,(u, Ci) I 2. 
Lemma 4.6. For any node u E V, di+,(u, cO) s 4. 
Lemma 4.1. For any node u E V, there is a node Cj E C such that dis,(cj, v&2. 
Lemma 4.8. For any node Ci E C and Cj E C (j#O), dis,(ci, Cj) I 3. 
Theorem 4.9. For any (k + I)-connected igraph G = ( V, E) of size 1 VI 1 (k + 1)2 + 1, 
the routing A7 on G is (7, k)-tolerant. 
5. Concluding remark 
In the undirected case, there is a routing for every (k- l)-connected undirected 
graph such that the diameter of the surviving route graph is btiunded by 
max(2k - 1,4) [9]. On the other hand, although we have obtained sufficient condi- 
tions to have a (2, k)-tolerant or a (3, k)-tolerant routing for (k + l)-connected 
digraphs and a (5, k)-tolerant routing and a (7, k)-tolerant one for any (k+ l)- 
connected igraph satisfying only a certain size condition, we still do not know how 
to construct any routing for general (k+ 1)-connected igraphs. In the case that 
k = 2, we can construct a (4, k)-tolerant routing for every 3-connected igraph. The 
case that kz 3 remains for further study. 
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